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Sunday, 5 December 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics 

and the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 

Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Daniela Intili. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC)Final 

David Speers and the panel look back at the final sitting week in Federal Parliament for 

2021 and look ahead to the issues that will shape the election campaign in 2022. Plus the 

Matt Price Moment. (Final for 2021) 

  

10:00am Offsiders 

(CC)Final 

On the eve of the First Ashes Test, and as the NBL, WNBL and A-League Womens seasons 

get underway, Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss all the sporting action from the 

week plus A-League Mens and more. (Final for 2021) 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's best international stories from an Australian 

perspective, as seen by ABC News reporters posted in Europe, North America, the 

Middle East, North Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. 

  

11:00am Compass: Points of Difference 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

Disability advocate Nicole Lee is a breath of fresh air introducing a range of dynamic 

women who reveal what it's like for people with disabilities to deal with the able bodied 

world's misconceptions. 

  

11:30am Songs of Praise: Edwardian Christmas 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Claire McCollum experiences an Edwardian Christmas at Beamish open-air museum. 

From carol singing in the old pit village to seasonal sweets, Claire discovers how faith was 

at the heart of festive traditions a century ago. 
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12:00pm ABC News at Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Landline 

(CC)Final 

In 2021 Landline turns 30, celebrating three decades telling the stories of farmers, 

businesses and communities from Australia's rural and regional heartland. Hosted by 

award-winning journalist Pip Courtney. (Final for 2021) 

  

1:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 

they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most 

inspiring gardens from across the country. 

  

2:30pm Pilgrimage: The Road To Rome 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

Stephen K Amos tells the group that as a gay man, he struggles to find any kind of 

religious home. 

  

3:30pm Rick Stein's Secret France 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Rick Stein approaches the end of his meander through France with a final glance at the 

culinary delights of the Languedoc, and he makes a confit tomato and aubergine tarte 

tatin. (Final) 

  

4:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Museum Of Contemporary Art Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The critics visit Sydney's Museum of Contemporary Art. Sitting on the edge of Circular 

Quay, the MCA was established in 1991. The critics view works by Khadim Ali, Callum 

Morton, Stuart Ringholt, Fiona Hall and Sally Smart. 

  

5:00pm Art Works 

(CC,Repeat) 

Art Works is dedicated to exploring the full spectrum of the arts in Australia. Hosted by 

arts broadcaster Namila Benson, Art Works will reset the national artistic conversation 

featuring a palette of ideas for everyone. 

  
5:30pm The Sound 

(CC) 

Celebrating the movers and shakers of the Australian music scene, showcasing some of 

the country's best musicians with exclusive live performances and interviews. 
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6:00pm Antiques Roadshow: Media City 2 

(CC,G) 

Fiona Bruce and the Roadshow team visit more of Britain's most sumptuous and unusual 

locations, inviting the public to bring their antiques for examination and share stories of 

how they came to own them. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 
(CC) 

  

7:40pm Death In Paradise: Frappe Death Day 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

In the wake of his father's death, Benedict Dacre rules the roost at the Paradise Skies 

Coffee plantation - but all is not plain sailing. 

  

8:40pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Total Control 
(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

The high stakes horse-trading begins in Canberra as Alex and a small group of 

Independents meet to decide the future of the nation. With bigger threats looming, Alex 

and Rachel will need to find a way to trust each other. 

  

9:40pm Noughts + Crosses 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

When the McGregor family receives life-changing news, Callum desperately tries to 

discover the truth. Sephy makes a discovery that forces her to question everything she's 

known. 

  

10:35pm Harrow: Actus Reus 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Nudity, Violence) 

Ioan Gruffudd stars as brilliant forensic pathologist Dr Daniel Harrow in this major new 

10-part Australian crime drama. He investigates the apparent suicide of a young woman 

whose grieving father suspects she was murdered. 

  

11:30pm Talking Heads: Nights In The Garden Of Spain 

(CC,PG) 

Rosemary recalls the morning she was accosted by Mrs McCorquodale, who had shot her 

husband. A friendship began, until Rosemary had to look again at her own marriage. 

  

12:05am Silent Witness: To Brighton, To Brighton (Part One) 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes) 

During a heatwave in Brighton, the Lyell team are summoned to a waste dump where a 

body part has been found. The search is on to recover the other dismembered remains 

and piece together the victim's body. 
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1:05am Press: Death Knock 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

At the Herald, a left-leaning broadsheet struggling to adapt to the age of digital news, 

deputy news editor Holly Evans pursues a lead over the death of a young woman 

following a hit-and-run by a police car. 

  

2:05am Midsomer Murders: The Flying Club 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

When the owner of Finchmere Airfield is dropped from a plane to meet a gruesome 

death, Barnaby and Nelson find the exciting world of stunt pilots and military heroes 

hides many dark secrets. 

  

3:35am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:00am Death In Paradise: Frappe Death Day 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

In the wake of his father's death, Benedict Dacre rules the roost at the Paradise Skies 

Coffee plantation - but all is not plain sailing. 

  

5:00am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

David Speers and the panel look back at the final sitting week in Federal Parliament for 

2021 and look ahead to the issues that will shape the election campaign in 2022. Plus the 

Matt Price Moment. (Final for 2021) 
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Monday, 6 December 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

11:00am The Great Acceleration 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The Larkins 

(CC,M,Sexual References) 

2:00pm Press 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:10pm Grand Designs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia’s leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

8:00pm Australian Story Summer Series 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Scientist Veena Sahajwalla is a recycling revolutionary whose bold new ideas are helping 

reduce landfill. Now she’s unveiling her latest brainchild, an invention which turns the 

discarded into the designer. 
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8:30pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Universe With Brian Cox: Heart of Darkness: Black Holes 

(CC,G) 

Professor Brian Cox continues his epic exploration of the universe with a journey into 

darkness. The centre of our galaxy is home to an invisible monster of unimaginable 

power - a supermassive black hole named Sagittarius A. 

  

9:30pm Media Watch 

(CC,PG)Final 

Paul Barry presents Australia's leading forum for media analysis and comment, bringing 

you a fearless critique of the week's journalism. (Final for 2021) 

  

9:50pm Hunting The Essex Lorry Killers 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes) 

The story of one of the biggest manslaughter inquiries the UK has ever seen. Spanning 

Britain, Europe and Vietnam, it cracked open a multi-million pound people smuggling 

ring. 

  

10:50pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:20pm Books That Made Us: Place 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

From Kate Grenville's The Secret River in Sydney to Richard Flanagan's Death of a River 

Guide in Tasmania & Trent Dalton's Boy Swallows Universe in Brisbane, Claudia learns 

how Australia set the stage for our great stories. 

  

12:15am Noughts + Crosses 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

When the McGregor family receives life-changing news, Callum desperately tries to 

discover the truth. Sephy makes a discovery that forces her to question everything she's 

known. 

  

1:15am Press: Pure 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

At the Post, Holly helps Leona investigate a lead at a hospital, while Ed is sent to cover a 

celebrity-filled Halloween party. At the Herald, Amina is focused on balancing the 

newspaper's commitment to serious journalism. 
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2:15am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Tuesday, 7 December 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am War On Waste: Turning The Tide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

11:00am Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Ridley Road 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence)Final 

1:55pm Press 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:10pm Grand Designs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia’s leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

8:00pm Anh’s Brush With Fame: Sophie Delezio 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

As a child, Sophie Delezio survived two horrific accidents. Now an independent and 

optimistic eighteen-year-old, she refuses to let disability hold her back. Anh hopes to 

capture her stoicism and joy on the canvas. 
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8:30pm 

 

*Series Final* 

Books That Made Us 

(CC)Final 

On the final leg of her literary adventure, Claudia Karvan delves into power - its abuse 

and misuse in our stories. (Final) 

  

9:30pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Australia Remastered: Nature's Great Divide: Where Worlds Collide 

(CC,G) 

The Wallace Line divides separate worlds, where radically different animals live 

remarkably similar lives. This is the story of two parallel creations, and what happens 

when these worlds collide. 

  

10:40pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:10pm Q+A 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. Hosts Virginia Trioli, David 

Speers and Stan Grant are joined by a panel with diverse opinions to cover the topics 

that matter to all Australians. (Final for 2021) 

  

12:15am Midsomer Murders: The Flying Club 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

When the owner of Finchmere Airfield is dropped from a plane to meet a gruesome 

death, Barnaby and Nelson find the exciting world of stunt pilots and military heroes 

hides many dark secrets. 

  

1:45am Press: Don't Take My Heart, Don't Break My Heart 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

Responding to an emergency call, Holly rushes into The Herald in the early hours of the 

morning. When the call turns out to be a false alarm, Holly takes the opportunity to talk 

to Amina about the lead she is following. 

  

2:45am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 
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5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Wednesday, 8 December 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Invisible Wars 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

10:55am Fight For Planet A: Our Climate Challenge 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC)Final 

1:35pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Press 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:10pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:10pm Grand Designs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

8:00pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Hard Quiz 

(CC,PG) 

Tom Gleeson hosts a clash of epic proportions on Hard Quiz! Where else would you see 

vintage synthesizers go head-to-head with Dance Academy, Neil Armstrong, and Sierra 

Leone? Nowhere, that's where! 
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8:30pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Gruen 

(CC) 

The Gruen team decode and expose all the messaging we fall for. Whether it's a juice 

label that thinks it's your long lost best friend or a gorgeous white line design on a Kmart 

plate, nothing will escape the Gruen gaze. 

  

9:10pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Preppers: The First Annual, Semi-inaugural Eden 2 

(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

Charlie's mother arrives at Eden 2 to reconnect with her, and a secret mission to take on 

Monty's claim to the land. 

  

9:40pm QI: Pain and Punishment 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Regulars Sandi Toksvig and Alan Davies are joined by guests Jimmy Carr, Lee Mack and 

Alice Levine to discuss Pain and Punishment. 

  

10:10pm TBA 

 

  

10:50pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:20pm Universe With Brian Cox: Heart of Darkness: Black Holes 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Professor Brian Cox continues his epic exploration of the universe with a journey into 

darkness. The centre of our galaxy is home to an invisible monster of unimaginable 

power - a supermassive black hole named Sagittarius A. 

  

12:20am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

Paul Barry presents Australia's leading forum for media analysis and comment, bringing 

you a fearless critique of the week's journalism. (Final for 2021) 

  

12:40am Father Brown: The House Of God 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Suspicions are aroused when the holiest house in Kembleford is linked to the death of a 

wanton woman. 

  

1:25am Silent Witness: To Brighton, To Brighton (Part One) 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes) 

During a heatwave in Brighton, the Lyell team are summoned to a waste dump where a 

body part has been found. The search is on to recover the other dismembered remains 

and piece together the victim's body. 
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2:25am Press: Magic 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 

Amina feels defeated in the immediate wake of the Joshua West scandal. Holly, angered 

by her editor's floundering leadership, ignores Amina's request to write a front-page 

apology on behalf of The Herald. 

  

3:25am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Thursday, 9 December 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Australia Remastered: Nature's Great Divide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

11:00am The Pool 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

1:30pm QI 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Press 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:15pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:10pm Grand Designs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

8:00pm 

 

*Brand New 

Episode* 

Barrie Cassidy's One Plus One: Jane Barnes 

(CC) 

Jane Barnes might be married to one of Australia's biggest rockstars, but her creative 

journey is a story in its own right. She speaks to Barrie Cassidy about family, addiction, 

and becoming a social media star. 
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8:30pm Designing A Legacy 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Comedian, architecture enthusiast and design nerd Tim Ross takes us across Australia to 

meet the families whose lives have been shaped by the exceptional designs of their 

iconic homes. 

  

9:30pm TBA 

 

  

10:30pm You Can't Ask That: Terminally Ill 
(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Insightful, moving and unpredictable, this episode sets the record straight about what it's 

really like to live with a terminal illness. #YouCantAskThat 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:30pm Pilgrimage: The Road To Rome 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG)Final 

The celebrity pilgrims set off on the final challenging stretch of the Via toward Rome. 

When they receive an extraordinary invitation from the Vatican, emotions run high. 

  

12:35am Hunting The Essex Lorry Killers 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

The story of one of the biggest manslaughter inquiries the UK has ever seen. Spanning 

Britain, Europe and Vietnam, it cracked open a multi-million pound people smuggling 

ring. 

  

1:35am Call The Midwife 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

Barbara's condition is not improving leaving her friends able to do nothing but wait for 

more news. Dr Turner and Shelagh assist a man being held in a remand home whose 

wife is pregnant, while Lucille makes some new friends. 

  

2:35am Press: Two Worlds 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

Ed's pride in his soaring professional achievements is marred by the arrival of a surprise 

new colleague at the paper, who attempts to discredit him and his attempts to impress 

intern Jools.  
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3:35am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the issues of the day. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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Friday, 10 December 2021 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Searching For Superhuman 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

11:00am The Pool 
(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Barrie Cassidy's One Plus One 

(CC,Repeat) 

1:30pm The Sound 

(CC,Repeat) 

2:00pm Press 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:15pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:10pm Grand Designs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird host smart and respectful conversations about the issues 

impacting people's lives in the show that values expertise above opinions. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,G) 

Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 

they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most 

inspiring gardens from across the country. 

  

8:30pm Endeavour: Terminus 

(CC,AD)Final 

In the midst of 1971's cruel winter, Endeavour and Thursday's relationship is shaken 

when Thursday unwittingly discovers that Endeavour's problems are greater than 

anybody could have suspected. (Final) 
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10:00pm Talking Heads: The Hand Of God 

(CC,G) 

Celia runs an antiques shop. But after she buys a lovely old frame containing the smudgy 

drawing of a finger, she discovers she's less of an expert than she thought. 

  

10:30pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:00pm The Vaccine 

(CC,Repeat) 

The world is learning how to live with COVID - from booster shots to vaccine mandates, 

masks, rapid antigen testing, vaccine passports and the rollout of vaccines to children 

age 5-11, Jeremy Fernandez brings you the latest. 

  

11:15pm Gruen 

(CC,Repeat) 

The Gruen team decode and expose all the messaging we fall for. Whether it's a juice 

label that thinks it's your long lost best friend or a gorgeous white line design on a Kmart 

plate, nothing will escape the Gruen gaze. 

  

11:50pm Preppers: The First Annual, Semi-inaugural Eden 2 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

Charlie's mother arrives at Eden 2 to reconnect with her, and a secret mission to take on 

Monty's claim to the land. 

  

12:25am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 11 December 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah 

Ibrahim bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

11:00am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

For over 30 years rage has been showcasing a diverse range of music videos from Aussie 

and international artists. Features special guests who program their favourites and 

themed specials. #WatchingRage 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Endeavour: Terminus 

(CC,AD,Repeat)Final 

In the midst of 1971's cruel winter, Endeavour and Thursday's relationship is shaken 

when Thursday unwittingly discovers that Endeavour's problems are greater than 

anybody could have suspected. (Final) 

  

2:00pm Restoration Australia: Nanima, NSW 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Carl and Jennie Palmer set about trying to recreate their Federation homestead's 

grandeur but finding the line between a functioning modern home and a heritage 

restoration is harder than they anticipate.  
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3:00pm Australia's Lost Impressionist 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

John Russell tells the fascinating story behind the only Australian artist at the centre of 

the Impressionist movement in France and how his famous friendships forever changed 

the way the world sees colour. 

  

3:55pm Dream Gardens: Balwyn 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Paul & Zoe want a garden to match their fabulous art deco home in Melbourne. But 

project managing the ambitious build themselves will take courage. Loved ones think 

they are crazy, can they prove their doubters wrong? (Final) 

  

4:30pm Landline 

(CC)Final 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the 

country since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

5:00pm Basketball: WNBL: Round 2 - Adelaide Lightning v Perth Lynx 

(CC) 

The Adelaide Lightning host the Perth Lynx in Round 2 of the WNBL. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm The Larkins 
(CC) 

Ma, worried that Pop is working too hard, books a weekend in Margate. Meanwhile 

things aren't going too well on Tom and Mariette's date as Pauline is determined to put 

an end to the romance. 

  

8:20pm Us 

(CC,M,Coarse Language) 

Connie and Douglas are set for a grand tour of Europe. It's one last family holiday before 

their only son Albie leaves for university. But just days before departure, Connie 

announces she wants a divorce. 

  

9:20pm Total Control 
(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

The high stakes horse-trading begins in Canberra as Alex and a small group of 

Independents meet to decide the future of the nation. With bigger threats looming, Alex 

and Rachel will need to find a way to trust each other. 
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10:20pm Call The Midwife 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The team must rally to prepare for Sister Monica Joan's birthday. Meanwhile the closing 

of a nearby maternity home brings an influx of expectant mothers to the Nonnatus 

midwives. 

  

11:20pm Father Brown: The Blood Of The Anarchists 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

Tensions rise to deadly levels when a performance troupe of anarchists arrive in 

Kembleford. When the troupe's writer is found dead in a locked outhouse Father Brown 

is not convinced that suicide is the cause.    

  

12:05am rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an all-

night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

3:00pm Dream Gardens: Balwyn 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Paul & Zoe want a garden to match their fabulous art deco home in Melbourne. But project 

managing the ambitious build themselves will take courage. Loved ones think they are crazy, 

can they prove their doubters wrong? (Final) 

  

3:30pm Landline 

(CC) 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the country 

since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

4:00pm Basketball: WNBL: Round 2 - Adelaide Lightning v Perth Lynx 

(CC) 

The Adelaide Lightning host the Perth Lynx in Round 2 of the WNBL. 
 

Northern Territory 

  

2:55pm Dream Gardens: Balwyn 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Paul & Zoe want a garden to match their fabulous art deco home in Melbourne. But project 

managing the ambitious build themselves will take courage. Loved ones think they are crazy, 

can they prove their doubters wrong? (Final) 

  

3:30pm Basketball: WNBL: Round 2 - Adelaide Lightning v Perth Lynx 

(CC) 

The Adelaide Lightning host the Perth Lynx in Round 2 of the WNBL. 

  

5:30pm Landline 

(CC) 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the country 

since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

6:00pm Australia's Lost Impressionist 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

John Russell tells the fascinating story behind the only Australian artist at the centre of the 

Impressionist movement in France and how his famous friendships forever changed the way 

the world sees colour. 
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South Australia 

  

4:30pm Basketball: WNBL: Round 2 - Adelaide Lightning v Perth Lynx 

(CC) 

The Adelaide Lightning host the Perth Lynx in Round 2 of the WNBL. 

  

6:30pm Landline 

(CC) 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the country 

since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 
 

Western Australia 

  

2:00pm Basketball: WNBL: Round 2 - Adelaide Lightning v Perth Lynx 

(CC) 

The Adelaide Lightning host the Perth Lynx in Round 2 of the WNBL. 

  

4:00pm Restoration Australia: Nanima, NSW 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Carl and Jennie Palmer set about trying to recreate their Federation homestead's grandeur but 

finding the line between a functioning modern home and a heritage restoration is harder than 

they anticipate.  

  

4:55pm Landline 

(CC) 

For 30 years Landline has been telling stories from the paddock to plate, covering crops, 

climate, controversies and the characters of rural Australia. Connecting the city to the country 

since 1991. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

5:25pm Dream Gardens: Balwyn 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Paul & Zoe want a garden to match their fabulous art deco home in Melbourne. But project 

managing the ambitious build themselves will take courage. Loved ones think they are crazy, 

can they prove their doubters wrong? (Final) 

  

6:00pm Australia's Lost Impressionist 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

John Russell tells the fascinating story behind the only Australian artist at the centre of the 

Impressionist movement in France and how his famous friendships forever changed the way 

the world sees colour. 
 


